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Twos	

 

Twos compliment and balance the drive and desire of the Ace. From a sexual perspective, 
the energy in males and females is balanced by being with a person who complements them. 
This balance is the primary being of Twos. Our world is dualistic in spite of our limited 
awareness of this. The sum of the parts is the combination of opposites mixed together.  A 
look at the blends of life shows colors, emotions, sounds and thoughts that we call our world. 
Twos have a special comprehension of balance and harmony. Twos want balance for 
themselves and those around them. There is a constant search for their counterpart. This is 
just as strong as the Ace striving to create something new. This is part of a successful 
relationship for Twos. A poor relationship causes deep suffering for them.  They have great 
difficulty letting go. It is as though they do not want to live alone. That is just one way of see it 
though, because we could also say that the Aces are afraid of balance or they are afraid not 
creating something.  Twos bond and create relationships. They form a unity and in the 
process, they feel desired and needed. They make people feel at home and loved. However, 
they might smother them and be manipulative too. This lack of awareness of their own 
character can move them to actions that are subconscious. While some come off as lofty or 
even uncaring, they are not. Some too, behave like they do not need anyone. This is 
absolutely not true.  It does not matter how they behave or what the say; a prime mover in 
their lives is completion. Failure to do this completion openly and honestly can lead to their 
dysfunctional emotional characteristics. Twos are very intelligent and capable of forming 
many defenses against people discovering their inner needs and motives. They are sharp at 
debates and arguments and it may seem that you will never get through to them. But they 
build walls and push people away sometimes. They can also be extremists in that they have 
no one in their life at all, and then overnight are madly in love with someone. They frequently 
experience unrequited love. They try to balance things by overdoing it from their side. This is 
very painful and cynicism is possible. Pain avoidance is fundamental to people. In addition to 
intelligence, Twos are often beautiful. On the one hand they have everything, but they need 
more self-understanding in order to be happy. The battle over whether to have a relationship 
or not will continue and the craving for love and affection will be unfulfilled. Happy Twos fulfill 
their needs and wants. But they must confess what they are. The acceptance will bring 
freedom. It will bring peace. It is a huge release that is bound to make for far more happiness. 
Twos symbolize the dualistic nature of the universe and the necessity of balance. Their 
quest, therefore, is to complete their being in unification with something or someone else. 


